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Abstract. Purpose: to determine characteristics of correlation of girl students’ and school girls’ subjective and
physiological parameters of reaction to physical load. Material: in the research sportswomen of two age groups
participated: adult qualified girl students-basketball players (n=40, age 20-22years) and junior basketball players
(n=35, age12-13years). Registration of heart beats rate was fulfilled with «Polar RS300X». Simultaneously, we
registered subjective feeling of loaf value (heaviness) by Borg’s method. Results: it was found that in conditions
of natural training and competition functioning, with equal heart beats rate values school girls feel tension of
fulfilled work subjectively easier. It can be explained by higher maximal values of school girls’ heat beats rate,
comparing with girls students. Equal values of heart beats rate reflect different changes in girl students’ and school
girls’ organisms. That is why they can not serve reliably informative indicator of load. Conclusions: we determined
characteristics of perceived tension under load of game character. It can be connected with emotional tension,
which is characteristic for basketball.
Key words: load, regulation, basketball, pulse, subjective assessment.
Introduction1
Modern rhythm of life is characterized by high mental and emotional load on children and adults. Especially
important physical culture and sports practicing become because they are the main mean of maintaining of
organism’s functioning and minimal physical activity level [8]. Game kinds of sports are an example of such
means. Basketball is one of them [1, 39, 47]. Basketball sets high requirements to functional fitness. Basketball
gives load of mixed aerobic-anaerobic character [1, 8, 9]. In this connection application of informative and
effective methods of control over organism’s functional state acquires great importance. Such approach is required
for adequate regulation of physical loads depending on human individual features [23, 35, 37, 44, 47]. It should
be noted that determination of adults’ and children’s reactions to physical load by subjective feelings as well as
their physiological parameters becomes very important [8].
From objective physiological indicators of load control heat beats rate is the most informative and accessible
in practice as well as relative heart beats rate: heart beats rate, expressed in percents from maximal value [2, 3]. In
basketball it is difficult to control physical loads by pulse because it requires many pauses during training session.
Besides, it is difficult for a coach to control pulse of all sportswomen simultaneously. Method of subjective control
over physical loads by sportswomen themselves is much more convenient and simple [38].
High effectiveness and informative potential of subjective control methods is mentioned in many scientific
works [16, 19]. А.А. Ukhtomskiy [19] noted that it is necessary to more seriously consider subjective symptoms
of fatigue in practice. They give more delicate and precise criteria of tiredness than existing laboratory methods.
Commonly accepted method of physical loads control by heart beats rate is not sufficiently adequate for
physical education tasks. This method provokes many pauses at trainings and does not permit to control load of
all sportswomen simultaneously [47-49].
Method of subjective load control by sportswomen themselves is simple and convenient. Effectiveness of this
method is based on human feelings and senses. It is rather relevant for the tasks of physical rehabilitation and
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basketball trainings. At present time there exists a demand in theoretical and experimental substantiation of this
method for physical education tasks at physical culture lessons.
Subjective feelings integrally reflect reality and are a universal device, created by Nature. They are not less
objective that commonly accepted indications of instruments. That is why they have right to be scientifically
studied alongside with physiological, bio-chemical and other traditionally objective indicators. Feelings are part
of human subjective world and accompany any physical work. They help to control physical load and permit to
protect organism from inaccessible bio-chemical shifts.
For practical application of scale of load tension subjective assessment it is necessary to regard some its
characteristics. In domestic literature rather a few works are devoted to this problem [13, 15]. The questions of
fatigue feeling under different kinds of physical work caused interest in I.M. Sechenov [16] and A.A. Ukhtomskiy
[19]. U.M. Sechenov [16] analyzed factors, which cause feeling of fatigue caused by physical work. The author
studied physical and physiological fatigue signs in local muscular work. He compared and connected them with
subjective feeling of fatigue. In the process of his work he found some interesting facts. А.А.Ukhtomskiy [19]
noted that precise quantitative criteria of fatigue can be of practical importance only in exclusively experimental
conditions. “Subjective”: indications are as objective as any other. For this purpose it is necessary to understand
them and interpret correctly. Physiologist knows that any subjective feeling has physical-chemical event in
organism in its base.
Feeling of tiredness serves as subjective fatigue indicator. Feeling of tiredness can inform about appearing of
defect states in organism much far before they will be detected by clinic or laboratory methods. It is a “natural
informer” about starting fatigue. It shall be considered when fulfilling physical work. Otherwise, it can result in
sharp decrease of workability. “It is necessary to stop work in due time, when feeling fatigue. It will preserve
workability for the future. Not to pay attention to preventive feeling of fatigue means to violate own workability
for long period” [19]. It will facilitate more successful application of laboratory results as well as to work out
measures for efficient struggle with fatigue.
V.D. Monogarov [13] studied fatigue indicators as objective and subjective indicators in cyclic work (bicycle
trainings, work on bicycle ergometer). The author found that between changes in homeostasis, breathing, blood
circulation (ensuring oxygen supply) and fatigue subjective symptoms high correlation exists. Besides, it was
found that subjective feelings start manifesting themselves some time later (45-55% from time of total work
period).
V.V. Rosenblat [15] put forward hypothesis that in the base of fatigue feeling there is mainly inhibition
processes in centers of cortex motor analyzer. He concludes that inhibition process first starts in cells of cortex
motor analyzer. Then this process reflects in mind as a feeling of inner obstacle and wish to stop work. It is called
fatigue. Subjectively person feels fatigue in muscle itself. He can exactly determine its localization. V.V. Rosenblat
[15] points that subjective and objective are two sides of one phenomenon. In the base of subjective tiredness and
objective fatigue one and the same complex of processes in brain exists. That is why any discrepancies between
them are impossible. The author also points at need in assessment of fatigue degree and importance of subjective
indicators’ consideration. In the base of every subjective feeling or sensation there are quite definite objective
material processes in nervous apparatuses. Even when assessing work heaviness subjective data can clearly
correlate with objective.
Feeling of physical load tension is one of human numerous sensations. That is why it would be logical to
assume that dependence of felt tension on different objective values is identical to dependences of other sensations
(visual, tactile, taste and etc.). In this connection there appears a problem of determination of sensations’
correspondence to surrounding reality. Criterion of our sensations’ authenticity is practical activity. To determine
the degree of our sensations’ correspondence to objective reality is rather difficult. For their quantitative expression
special methods are required. At present time some physiological methods have been created for determination of
correlations between intensity of different environmental impacts and their perception [24].
One of methods of determination correlation between subjective feelings and objective data is the method of
relative scaling. The method implies scale with absolute zero and equal distances between all its marks [24, 25].
For example, the tested drive a car with speed 50 km per hour. He is asked to reduce speed to value, felt by him
as a half of actual. It is repeated several times. This dependence is described by exponential function [38].
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“Measurement assessment” is one more and more popular example of relative scaling. In this method sportsman
receives stimuli of different intensity. He is asked to say their numbers depending on how intensively they are
perceived. In this case direct dependence between the felt and actual intensity of a stimulus is often noticed [43].
G. Borg found [25] that equations of these dependences can be functions with indicator of exponent’s degree
from 0.3 to 3. It depends on the character of test and conditions of experiment. General form of this equation is
the following:
R=a+c(S-b)n
where R is intensity of answer, S – intensity of stimulus; a, b are constants, which show starting points of
function, c – is a constant, characterizing individual features of sportsman and n – indicator of exponent’s degree.
Knowing values a, b, S, n we can calculate с. Besides we can predict value R (value of answer to any stimulus).
In other studies specific features of physical loads’ perception were found:
 Methods of sportsman’s body preparation to pain sensations for determination of their advantages and
disadvantages [6];
 Statistically significant distinctions of thresholds of feelings: rotation of forearms and upper limbs in
shoulder joints [12];
 It was proved that accuracy of muscular-motor efforts is an individual psycho-motor property and a factor
of figure skating elements effectiveness’ increase [18];
 Influence of human organism’s systemic reactions to psychological rehabilitation impacts with psychoemotional tension [7];
 It was found that sportsmen’s condition noticeably changes from discomfort to self confidence and calmness
of movements. Then, this state changes through trust to pleasant inner feelings to positive emotional state
[14];
 Results of analysis of figure skaters’ muscular-motor sensations accuracy are given. A complex of some
means is recommended: techniques for increase of muscular sensitivity and accelerated training of figure
skating elements [17];
 Special role of kinesthesia in sportsmen’s training is regarded. It was determined that this motor sensation
to large extent determines accuracy of arbitrary actions’ power, time and space characteristics. Motor
sensation is regarded as one of main indicators in structure of sportsman’s dexterity [50];
 Metrical assessment of correlation between two kinesthesia indicators is provided: coordination and
dexterity. The first indicator characterizes inner processes of interaction in nervous-muscular apparatus
system (coordination). The second characterizes effectiveness of fulfillment of complex exercise in
sportsman’s interaction in external conditions of physical education (dexterity) [51].
In our previous works we found:
 High effectiveness, information potential and accessibility of subjective control method for physical loads in
schoolchildren’s basketball trainings. We shoed adequacy of subjective regulation of physical loafs for the
tasks of learning process, connected with development of special endurance in basketball [8];
 We determined that psycho-physiological testing permits for students to choose relevant for them sport
specialization for the best realization of personal qualities [10];
 It was found that female volleyball players’ individual characteristics depend on a number of other
physiological and psycho-physiological indicators. These characteristics confidently differ in players of
different game roles [8, 31];
 We marked out individual features of sportsmen by condition of their motor abilities. Besides, we found
individual styles of qualified sportsmen’s duels [32];
 We showed influence of trainings in rope parks on indicators of heart beats rate and on senior schoolchildren’s
quickness. It was found that overcoming rope obstacles helps to receive required physical load as well as
feelings, characteristic for extreme kinds of sports. It was determined that overcoming rope obstacles helps to
get rid of fear of difficulties and anxiety before important events [30, 33].
Health indicators are closely connected with subjective sensations. This fact is noted in many scientific works:
 It was found that everyday indicators of subjective age can be markers of health and welfare. It is shown that
subjective age can help to find persons with risk of motor restrictions in old age [29, 34, 45];
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It was shown that subjective feeling of insomnia are closely connected with bad health and life quality [20];
It was determined that subjective perception of health and psychological welfare are closely interconnected
[26].
In practicing of sports and physical exercises subjective sensations permit to raise the quality of training. It is
proved by a number of studies, in which it was determined that:
 Physical exercises play important role in reduction of disability due to diseases and increase subjective
opportunities of employment 46];
 Subjective and psychological welfare is achieved with physical exercises. Its level reflects in schoolchildren’s
progress [27];
 Results of metabolism speed and cardio-respiratory reaction in bicycle riding are compared (two variants)
with equal exercises’ intensity 21];
 There is deficit of researches with usage of physical activity objective indicators. The authors offer to use
subjective sensations for control of physical loads [28];
 Kinetic of physical workability restoration and subjective assessments were compared for football exercises
[40].
Thus, with application of the above mentioned methods it is possible to determine interconnection between
perceived intensity of any stimulus and its actual value as well as to quantitatively express different sensations and
perceptions (for example, perception of physical load tension) [2, 3, 24, 25].
The purpose of the work was to determine characteristics of correlation of girl students’ and school girls’
subjective and physiological parameters of reaction to physical load.
Material and methods
Participants: in the research sportswomen of two age groups participated: adult qualified girl studentsbasketball players (n=40, age 20-22years) and junior basketball players (n=35, age12-13years).
All sportswomen gave consent for participation in experiment. For children’s participation in experiment we
received written consent of parents. The protocol of the research was approved by ethic committee of the
university.
Organization of the research: all data were recorded in protocol of the research. The research was conducted
in December-March 2015-2016. As the main methods of reaction to physical loads registration we used the
following: heart beats rate measurement with monitor of continuous heart beats registration «Polar RS300X». We
registered also subjective sensations of load value (heaviness) just after physical load when sportswomen were
replaced or in game pauses.
Borg’s method was used as pedagogic method of physical loads control [24, 25]. It implies application of
special scale of work’s heaviness subjective assessment. G. Borg [25] created special digital-verbal scales for
qualitative expression of perceived physical load’s tension. In the present research we used one of them. This scale
is a number of verbal (qualitative) characteristics of load’s tension subjective perception (very, very light; very
light; light; average; heavy; very heavy; very, very heavy). Quantitative indicators from 6 to 20 correspond to these
characteristics. Qualitative verbal characteristics correspond to odd numbers (see table 1).
Borg developed this variant of scale on the base of direct linear interconnection between heart beats rate and
subjective assessment of perceived tension. Subjective assessment from 6 to 20 points (for healthy people of 2025 years’ age) corresponds to heart beats rate values from 60 to 200 bpm. However, there are great individual
distinctions in subjective perception of load tension with equal heart beats rate values.
Scale of load tension subjective assessment is used in the following way: when fulfilling physical work,
sportsman calls the number on scale, which corresponds his subjective feeling of this load. For example sportsman
feels the offered load as “average”. By scale “average” load is 13. Therefore sportsman calls number 13. If it is
difficult for sportsman to precisely characterize the felt tension he pronounces number between two verbal
characteristics (in the supplied example it will be 16). The pronounced by sportsman numbers are recorded in
protocol of the researches together with other indicators. If load is not felt as physical tension at all it corresponds
to 6. If load is felt higher than “very, very heavy” number 20 is pronounced.
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Table 1. Scale of subjective assessment of load’s heaviness (by G. Borg) [24, 25]
Digital values of scale Verbal characteristics of scale
6
7
Very, very light
8
9
Very light
10
11
Light
12
13
Average
14
15
Heavy
16
17
Very heavy
18
19
Very, very heavy
20
In this scale quantitative values of subjective sensations approximately correspond to heart beats rate (HBR)
HBR ·10-1. When using this scale sportsmen call numbers, corresponding their subjective feeling of load’s
heaviness. High informative potential of this method was substantiated by Borg and other medical scientists [24,
25], эргономике и циклических видов спорта [22]. Besides, effectiveness of this method in female basketball
is also shown [8].
Statistical analysis: for every indicator we determined mean arithmetic, mean square deviation S (standard
deviation) and variation coefficient (V). Analysis of sample for normal distribution was fulfilled with test 2.
Besides, we applied correlation analysis by Pearson for determination of correlations between physiological and
subjective indicators of load’s tension (intensity). Presence of correlations was regarded as confident at
significance level p<0.050; 01 and 0,001. Coefficients of regression linear equation were calculated: correlations
between subjective and physiological load tension indicators for two samples (girl students and schoolgirls).
Statistical processing of the received data was fulfilled with Microsoft Eсxcel, SPSS programs.
Results
Analysis of correlations between subjectively perceived load’s tension and heart beats rate by adult and junior
female basketball players showed that girl students’ heat beats rate frequency varied from 90 to190 bpm-1 just after
training or competition loads. The perceived by girl students load value varied from 8 to 16 points. Subjective
assessment of load value 11, 12, 13 and 14 points (see fig.1) corresponded to heart beats rate of 90, 120, 150 and
180 bpm-1. Correlation coefficient between heart beats rate and subjective assessment of load value (n=341
measurements) was 0.57 (р<0.01). Correlation between subjectively perceived load tension and heart beats rate is
described with equation of regression:
у=8.11+0.03х,
Where у is perceived load tension in points;
х – frequency of heat beats rate, bpm -1.
For schoolgirls correlation between subjectively perceived load tension and heart beats rate is described by the
following equation of regression:
у=8.7+0.024х,
Where у is perceived load tension in points;
х – frequency of heat beats rate, bpm -1.
With equal heart beats rate, girl students’ subjectively perceived tension is higher than schoolgirls’ one (see
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Fig.1. Regression equations of correlation of perceived load tension and heart beats rate: PL – perceived load
value, points; HBR – heart beats rate, bpm-1; 1 – girl students: у=8.11+0.03х, where у is perceived load tension
in points and х – frequency of heat beats rate, bpm -1. 2- schoolgirls (12-13 years’ age): у=8.7+0.024х, where у is
perceived load tension in points and х – frequency of heat beats rate, bpm -1.
This fact witnesses that heart beats rate depends on sportswomen’s age: equal heart beats rate reflects different
changes in organisms of girl students and schoolgirls. That is why it cannot serve as sufficiently informative
indicator of load. At the same time subjectively perceived load tension is more effective indicator of load tension.
It can be used in training process of different age basketball players.
Discussion
The received by us results are proved also in other works [2, 3]. High correlation coefficients (between
perceived load tension and physiological (physical) load indicators), obtained by us, prove the data of other
scientists [24, 25, 37; 38].
G. Borg [24, 25] points at presence of intra-individual distinctions of subjective sensations of physical load’s
heaviness with equal absolute physiological changes in organism. Such distinctions can be determined by age, sex,
race, social orientation and other factors.
In our study of correlation between heart beats rate and perceived load tension we found that with equal heart
beats rate of girl students their subjective perception of work intensity is higher (see fig.1). Partially it can be
explained by higher maximal heart beats rate values in children, comparing with girl students.
We also found that correlation between heart beats rate and perceived load tension obeys to formula HBR =PL
*10 only in the range of heart beats rate from 120 to 160 bpm -1. G. Borg [24, 25] pointed at possibility of such
deviations from standard formula, when he described 15-points verbal-digital scale.
This peculiarity of the perceived tension under load of game character can be connected with different factors,
for example with emotional tension in basketball.
Besides, in basketball player can subconsciously regulate load intensity by him (her) self. It is connected with
demand in high accuracy of techniques and operative thinking as well as need in combining these qualities with
physical ones: quickness, power, endurance. In conditions of high physical load’s intensity accuracy weakens. It
is connected with error-resistance. As a result, for maintaining accuracy sportsman reduces load intensity
periodically during match. With his restoration, sportsman raises intensity of his actions and keeps this level until
he is able to adequately realize tactical and technical actions. The, he reduces intensity again. Such picture is in
agreement with hypothesis of Ulmer H. [49] that person has inner control mechanism for distribution of work by
time and scope. The author thinks that manifestation of this mechanism is the most characteristic for sports. In
sports sportsman’ regulation of his load according to his physical potentials and reserves is especially clearly seen.
Accordingly sportsman is able to adapt intensity of the fulfilled work. In normal conditions sportsmen are able to
avoid excessive fatigue or exhaustion. It permits for them to optimally use workability reserves. Observations of
such kind resulted in hypothesis that sportsman has regulation mechanism, controlling distribution of physical
work by time and scope. If such mechanism really exists, then exhaustion and overloading are the symptoms of
this regulatory mechanism’s de-compensation. They are an equivalent of “emergency brake”, which prevents from
complete loss of workability at the account of forced transition to restoration period. De-compensation of such
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kind takes place, when balance between tension and restoration is violated by external factors [49].
Self-regulation of load in basketball can be an example of this hypothesis realization. Idea about self-regulation
of load intensity in basketball corresponds also to general principles of self-organizing systems’ operation [4].
Human organism is a self-organizing system, to which such principles are applicable. Application of such
principles in sportsman’s game functioning permits to conclude that subjectively perceived tension can serve as a
kind of regulating factor for load’s intensity. With increase of work tension intensity of its subjective perception
also increases. In certain point there appears a signal about purposefulness of further load’s increase. In this case
sportsman subconsciously strives for reduction of load’s intensity. It continues until restoration processes complete
required compensation. Thus, cyclic increase and decrease of load intensity take place in basketball.
The presence of high positive correlation between subjective and objective indicators of load intensity for
different kinds of work also corresponds to theory of P.K. Anokhin [4]. The author applied systemic approach to
question about mechanisms of human activity regulation.
It is necessary to consider that subjectively perceived load tension can be influenced by internal (objective,
physiological) changes in organism and external (psychic tension, emotional reaction to game, situation in gym)
factors. If to follow theory of N.A. Bernstein [5] training in natural conditions is the most emotional. Such training
involves great number of hierarchic levels of motor control, comparing with cyclic work on bicycle ergometer. It
results in different (to certain extent) perception of load’s heaviness, when fulfilling such kinds of work.
Thus, the received by us results are in agreement with theoretical conceptions of P.K. Anokhin [4], N.A.
Bernstein [5] and other scientists [8; 22; 41]. Girl students expressed unanimous desire to train by the offered
methodic, referring to higher psychological emancipation with subjective control of load.
Conclusions
1. The fulfilled by us work showed that in conditions of natural training and competition functioning, with
equal heat beats rate values subjectively children perceive the tension of fulfilled work easier than girl students.
2. In basketball players’ sport activity heart beats rate depends on age of sportswomen. Actually, equal heart
beats rate values do not reflect different changes in organisms of girl students and junior basketball players. That
is why it can not be reliably informative indicator of load. Subjectively perceived load tension is more effective
indicator of load tension.
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